LAKIR

By Arnavaz Barshan
Lakir, QTW40631-MW413, shown with Global Entry Resilient Tile. Antiek 989
QW40647-MW413

10’ (w) X 12’6” (l) Elevator Lobby Rug
(Pattern may need to be redesigned to fit your specific floor plan)

C - Cut  L - Loop  LL - Lower Loop
QTW40645-MW413  7’6” (w) X 17’ (l) SM

QW40642-MW413  15’ (w) X 22’6” (l) SM

QTW40641-MW413  7’6” (w) X 7’6” (l) SM

C - Cut  L - Loop  LL - Lower Loop
QTW40644-MW413

7'6" (w) X 12' (l) Door Drop

C - Cut  L - Loop  LL - Lower Loop
Some patterns featured in this brochure are "Conceptual" since the scales are exaggerated for appearance.
Actual aesthetics may vary based on your actual floor plan layout and installation requirements.
DURKAN. IMAGINE THAT.
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